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Derek Walcott is intrinsically linked to the literary and cultural tradition of the 

Caribbean and more specifically to the island of St Lucia where he was born. Being 

of both African and English parentage, Walcott is aware of his dual heritage and 

his poetry reflects this hybridity in terms of identity and language. The challenges 

of his historical situation as a West Indian using the language of the colonisers of 

Africa for his literary expression strains his position as a representative of authentic 

Caribbean culture. St Lucia like its other West Indian counterparts is steeped in 

multicultural experience of different diasporas merging to form a composite 

Caribbean identity. Derek Walcott is instrumental in dealing with his conflicting 

inheritances and rather than denying either of it; instead to build a identity that 

remains genuine to his poetic self expression. 

  For the purpose of this paper I will be focussing on two of his poems, 'Crusoe's 

Journal' (1965) and 'Names' (1976). Walcott is aware of the seed of colonialism 

being deeply embedded within the colonised and their descendents will eventually 

grapple with this truth. One of its significant outcomes of the colonisation of 

Caribbean islands was the project of language dominance by both English and 
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French colonial powers that exerted its presence in the islands. Walcott's poetry 

bares this enmeshing of languages in a colonised space that leads to linguistic 

ambiguity especially in the context of St Lucia where people speak French creole, 

English creole, English and other European languages that became instilled in the 

West Indian vocabulary. Colonial assimilation that started with culture and 

language led to the creation of new forms of languages. The children of West Indies 

are made to learn French and English from an early age, even when they could not 

relate to it, in order to make them internalize the colonizer's culture. Derek Walcott 

himself received a colonial education that influenced his childhood and in the poem 

"Crusoe's Journal" he mentions the authors George Alfred Henty, Frederick 

Marryat and Robert Louis Stevenson who were popular adventure writers of the 

nineteenth century that he and other children may have enjoyed reading in the 

English language. As adults however they have to deal with the fact that these 

authors also depicted West Indies and other African and colonised places as "savage 

settlement" [Crusoe's Journal line 36] where their heroic protagonist prevailed over 

these hostile territories. 

One's language is the basis of one's identity. The poetic persona in the end of the 

poem "Names" is that of a teacher teaching the Caribbean children the Creole names 

of the trees and scenery around them while simultaneously explaining their English 

equivalents. The teacher encourages the children to speak with their native accents 

or "with the fresh green voices" [line 66] and "our natural inflections" [line 69] 

thereby subverting the control of colonial power over culture. Walcott as a 
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Caribbean writer writing in English is indebted to the language and its western 

literary conceptions; at the same time the matter for his writings are the mythologies 

and origins of the cultures of the Caribbean. This hybridisation of one's identity 

through literature/language gives rise to a sense of displacement in Derek Walcott's 

poetry as he navigates between different cultures and different places. Although he 

was born and raised in St Lucia, he feels isolated from these familiar places as a 

poet and artist who has experienced other cultures beyond the sea because of his 

travels and vocation. It can also be noted that the St Lucia community was majorly 

inhabited by black people who were of mostly Catholic faith while Walcott was 

part white and Methodist in his beliefs and that could also have led to a sense of 

isolation. Critic Rita Dove posits that through the poem "Crusoe's Journal"  Walcott 

appropriates the literary character of Robinson Crusoe as his own poetic persona 

who stands alone as an exile from his place of origin while also being inextricably 

connected to it through his cultural inheritance. She writes  "Crusoe returns to his 

island to find himself shipwrecked among familiar surroundings; he discovers that 

intellect can establish the distance helpful for accurate description but only at the 

expense of emotion." [pp 73] For the poet to be true to his craft and ability to detail 

his experiences, a certain intellectual distance needs to be maintained as "the 

intellect demands its mask" [Crusoe's Journal, line 58] 

The process of naming things and objects is a central motif in both the poems. The 

act of giving names to things is also ascribing meaning to it and was part of the 

"civilizing mission" of the New World that the colonists undertook. The replacing 
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of  local names with standardized ones so that European settlers could pronounce 

them easier while for the locals it felt like "pebbles under my tongue" ["Names" 

line 3]. Walcott here criticizes human beings' need for  naming the natural world 

through man-made language as deeply egoistical act imbued with all the self 

importance of "that terrible vowel/ that I" [lines 26-27]. In this opposition between 

nature and culture, language and landscape, Walcott takes the side of nature and 

landscape that is ever expansive and beyond national identities whereas people are 

more obsessed with localisation. In a New York Times interview he postulates that 

"[...] a noun is not a name you give something. It is something you watch becoming 

itself, and you have to have the patience to find out what it is. In the Caribbean, 

people come from everywhere, from Africa and Europe and the Mediterranean and 

the Middle East and the Orient." As a result no one race or language can claim 

prominence or authority of the history and culture of the Caribbean. 

In his essay "Culture or Mimicry", Walcott writes that "In the Caribbean history is 

irrelevant, not because it is not being  created, or because it was sordid; but because 

it has never mattered, what has mattered is the loss of history, the amnesia of the 

races, what has become necessary is imagination, imagination as necessity, as 

invention." [pp 6] Here we find Walcott's quest for poetic language that has not 

been infused with the conventional markers of culture, civilization, region and 

whose relation with the nature and natural things remain pristine and unadulterated. 

This will allow for a clean slate, free of the baggage of history and free of the 
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metaphors that inform classical epic works. Thus the 'creolization' of European 

language is what lends poetic diction of Caribbean poetry a revitalized beginning. 

 For him the vision of man in the New World is of someone "inhabited by presences, 

not a creature chained to his past." [Muse, pp 37]  The keeping intact of  historical 

memory of  only the injustices and suffering of the ancestors of the people of 

Caribbean stunt  the newer possibilities of imagination. Instead Walcott endorses 

for creativity that emerges out of a encounter between man with his natural 

surroundings. In his essay "The Muse of History" he writes "this elemental privilege 

of naming the New World which annihilates history in our great poets, an elation 

common to all of them, whether they are aligned by heritage to Crusoe and Prospero 

or to Friday and Caliban. They reject ethnic ancestry for faith in elemental man" 

(pp 372). This can be read in conjunction with the figure of Crusoe in Walcott's 

poetry who signifies both the white colonizer, privilege enough to name the  New 

World he encounters and also the character of Friday appropriating Crusoe's 

language for himself and thus empowering himself to name the world around him. 

Walcott is also aware of the challenge of coming to terms with West Indian history 

of enslavement, suffering and exploitation for literary writers of West Indies. 

Crucial to his discussion on the significance or insignificance of history lies the 

indictment of V.S Naipaul who in his book Middle Passage had declared that 

"history is built around achievement and creation; and nothing was created in the 

West Indies." Instead of rejecting the accusation of 'nothing' being created in the 

West Indies, Walcott re-purposes the idea of 'nothing' as a catalyst for new 
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beginnings for the Caribbean people. As critic Edward Baugh observes in relation 

to historical memory "The loss of what had been lost, and lost to memory, in the 

sea-crossings, should be accepted joyfully. West Indian man could be Adamic, if 

he freed his mind of the baggage of history and the awe of history. Adam had no 

history, and all the world to name." The multiplicity of sources from western literary 

tradition, classical characters, African elements, Caribbean mythologies inform 

Walcott's poetry as he re-purposes Old World Gods, heroes and metaphors into a 

Caribbean setting. Thus instead of questioning native culture and pitting it against 

European experience, Walcott calls for a common Caribbean identity and destiny 

based on the experiences of the different diasporas that inhabit it. 
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